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RECORD:
THE NAME
OF SUCCESS

Th e word "Group" isn't onlx
used as term by which to identity
a series of components; "Group"
is also used to indicate a philoso
phy - a philosophy, introduced in
1968 by Carnpagnolo, based on
modem cycling.

The first component of the
future RECORD group was born
in 1965. This first component was
the hub, smoother running than
previous ones with the classic and
still unbeaten Campagnolo quick
release system.

By 1986 the entire group was
ready for the market.

A strong. efficient gear system
of greatly reduced size and weight
fo r its time, extremely good
brakes, an elegant and stylish
chainwheel plus head set, seat pin,
and hub set.

The individual parts are all
manufactured from heat-forged,
highly resistant aluminium alloy.
The geometric lines of the compo
nents all tend to produce the same
aesthetic.

The "Group" concept and
"Record" were rom.

Since 1968, RECORD has
been the name of the professional
Campagnolo group, this group has
established an incredible series of
victories.

Some of Campagnolo's RE
CORD victories are listed on these
pages.
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GEAR SET

preventing the damp washer
from the rotating and the cable
from spilling.

Consequently, wearing and
slipping of the cable is prevented.

The fork of the front changer
is made from carbonitratcd steel,
reducing significant wear of the
surface oyer which the chain
passes when changing chain
nngs.

The fork has been designed on
the basis of Campagnolo's expe
rience with professional racers.
It reduces to a minimum the need
to adjust the position of the gear
changer and avoids the possibility
of the chain slipping, even thouah
it may not be perfectly adjusted:'

The double hinge between the
body and the ann moves on heat
t reated nickel-chrome steel p ivot
pins, thus reducing and silencing
the play of the fork.

The adjustment is particularly
easy because of the position of the
screws which can be found
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the friction and play of the roller
may be adjusted by means of the
dust caps. The play of the roller
can thus be adjusted, varying with
the tension of the chain,
to ensure smooth running of the
chain on every occasion, thus pre
cious hundredths of a second
are gained to those who do not
use professional equipment.

An important detail is the
cable fi xing system. A molded
damp washer compresses the
cable against the connecting rod
arm by means of a fixing screw,
the clamp washer has a tooth
inserted into the arm hole,
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All gears work... for some
time.

O nly some gears can change
millions of t imes as efficiently and
as silently as they did on the first
day: gears made by Campagnolo.

The RECORD.
The shape in the classical

Carnpagnolo racing design, an arti
culated parallelogram with a per
pendicular movement to the chain.
This ensures that the cage plate an d
sprockets remain on the same pla
ne allowing the chain to run with
maximum efficiency and silent
precrston.

The gear capacity, from 12 to
28 , is the usual nmge for racing or
fast touring.

The articulated shape of the
parallelogram and the gear change
capacity have been t ried and race
tested.

Movement is controlled by
means of three springs. two main
ones and one secondary.

The cage plate is also made of
heat-forged alluminium alloy.
The spring which controls the mo
vement of the cage plate is made
from square-shaped silicon wire
and mav be adjusted to support
two different load levels.

The RECORD gear does not
rotate free on the gear hanger
screw (Fig. l) as in traditional con
ccpts. A spring, inserted in the up
per body, controls the variations of
the parallelogram 's angulation and
yet maintains the gears in the nor
mal position (30 degrees) when
the rear wheel is taken-out, d early
an advantage for the mechanic.

The calibration of these three
springs has been carefully studie&
so that the chain continues to run
smoothly even under extreme
crossing conditions such as 42xl2
or 53x28, thus ensuring the
smooth movement of the chain on
the sprockets, in order to give
rapid and efficient gear changes.

The gear rollers of the cage
plate on which the chain runs, ro
tate on twelve roller balls 118" in
diameter, running on a track which
is made from heat-treated nickel
chrome steel integral with the
roller hall, and two conical sun-a
ces. In the end this system is like a
true bearing.

The distance between the two
conical surfaces and, therefore,
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on the upper part of the body.
It is also extremely precise, due to
the fine calibration of the fixing
screws.

The stability of the adjust 
ment is guaranteed both on the
gear and on the front changer bv
means of springs, coaxial with the
screws. which are held in place by
the pressure of the springs thus
avoiding any play which may re
sult from vibration.

The use of seven-speed free
wheels calls for seven positions on
the cont rol lever within an
approxim ate arc of 90 degrees. For
this reason the control mechanism
must be extremely sensitive and
the comp onent parts have a tole
rance of one hundredth of a
millimeter.

The RECORD control levers
have a seco nd frict ion system
which serves to balance"the action
of the gear spring. The friction
syst em, patented, is of the radial
wedge shaped type and has three
spiral springs 1.4 mm in diameter
which push stainless steel roller

balls 3/32" in diam eter scle...ted to
within a tolerance of o ne micron.

The tradit ional friction system
com es into action when the
roller balls are locked, within
the wedge shaped labyrin th, and
can be finely adjusted because of
two cu p spri ngs 3/10 mm thick,
the load is adjusted by m eans of a

sm all ring nut.
When the lever moves from

small sprocket to large sprocket
and the gear change spring is
loaded, the roller balls come out
of the wedge, avoiding the use of
the tradional friction system.

This mechanism has the same
sensitivity when the lever is turned

in either direction, thus permitting
the cyclist to posit ion the chain
very accu rately on the desi red
sprocket. An advanced technologi
cal mechanism for the sensitive
hands of the champion.

For those who do not wish to
use the shift lever of the
champions, it is possible to obtain

th e RECORD gear equipped with
the SYNCRO shifting lever.

With this cont rol lever you
can shift by predetermined steps
to place the chain on the desired
sprocket.

The SYNCRO mechanism
may be excluded v~' easily thus
obtaining traditional friction shifting.

G ear change capacity = CD + A) CC + B) 30

Biggest sprocket utilizable = A 2 8

Front changer capacity = CD - C) = 18

SPROCKETS CHAINRIl'\GS
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In I~l<fllh .. Record Croup hJs <'quipl,eJ the following professionil[ teems:
B..lgium: Tt'",blad, Roland, Lotto. Sp cndor • England: Falcon, Hslsfonh • Spain: Dormilon, Kt'"l nw, Zahor, Colchon Orbea, Reynolds, Zor •
France Vie Claire. Svstcmc U · Holland. PD~l Kwantum Hallen, Gal.dk Panasonic -Italy: Artostea, Carrera, D..ITon"o, Dromedano, Erotlam,
~hli\njflex, Murella, Sammontana, Supcrmercan Brianzoli, Villi Ri. orch - Portugal: Lousa - Colombia: Postobon • U.S.A: 7 Elf'\ ffi . Alb Romeo.



BRAKE SET

The RECORD group is
equipped with a center pull •
brake with an articulated pamlleio"
gram.

This patented mechanism
consists of eight arms which link
the two brake shoe levers, the
cable lock nut and cable guide
pivot The smoothness of the arti
celation is ensured by eight
ferrules 0.5 mm thick.

The articulated parallelogram
allows braking power on the brake
shoes higher than the power
applied to the lever. T his positive
increase of the applied power
grows during the actual b raking
because it depends on the angle
fanned by the arms of the paralle
logram Thus, there is a progressive,

calibrated, braking action.
The use of progressive brakes

is an additional guarantee for
professional racers and for anyone's
racing bicycle.

By not im mediately applying
the maximum braking power on
the brake lever, any undesired
locking of the wheels is avoided.

This is further evidence of
Campagnolo's research and reliabi
lity.

The brake shoes may be ad
justed: other than the two traditio
nal ways which allow them to
slide up and down and to rotate
on the fixing washer, there are two
completely new adjustments.

D ue to the insertion of a con
cave washer, precise to one hund-
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bearing plate moves with the cable
itself, thus avoiding friction
(patented system) .

Technology, functio nality, aes
thetics and precision: all enclosed
in Campagnolo's new "jewel".
Its extreme reliability and safety
isn't only meant for champions,
but for everyone.

ribbing making them more com
fortable to use.

The brake lever and supports
arc suitable form many types
of handle bars, including the new
"cow hom " models,

It is possible to pass the brake
cables inside the handle bars,
without having any critical curva
ture problem. A stainless steel

redth of a millimeter, there is fine
variation of the angle of incidence
of the brake shoe on the rim of
the wheel. This means that the
brake shoes rnav be adapted to
various types of rims and their
anodized tinishings.

Two socket head screws
4 mm in diameter, one for each
brake shoe, allow one to adjust to
the millimeter the parallelism so
no matter how worn the shoes
may be, they will always function
efficiently.

The distance between the two
brake shoes may be f inely adjusted
by using the knurled bolt placed

on the top of the brake caliper.
All the internal com ponent

parts of the brakes are made of
stainless steel, while the external
parts are manufactured from
heat forged, highly resistant,
avional aluminium alloy - which
gives an absolute guarantee of qua
lity and long-lasting reliability.

The quick release is no longer
located on the brake caliper but is
placed on the brake lever,

It is therefore, much easier
and quicker to use, in that the
push button mav be activated wit
hout removing the hands from the
handle bars. Moreover, because of
this svst em of assembly and the
release mechanism, there is no
danger of Interference between the
control lever and the handle bars.

The cables are particularly
flexibl e and are entirely lined with
Teflon which increases their life
span ande performance.

The rubber support hoods
whose design was based on the
hand anatom y, have internal



HEAD SET 
SEAT PIN SET

The RECO RD he-ad set uses a
rolling track of induction-hardened
special chrome steel. The balls are
5/ 32" in diameter to guarantee a
perfcctll' smooth running coupling.
The hal 5, have been selected to
within a toleran ce of one micron,
guaranteeing a very limited frict ion
coefficient du e to the uniformity
of the coupled surfaces

This means that the individual ra
cer ran choose the most com forta
ble and anatomicallv COITL'\.1: seat
position fo r himsel(
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The svstem for fixing the seat
consists of only one nut which
locks the two opposite brackets.
Two cradles at the sides of the
brackets are perfect ly adapted for
the seat frame and guarantee its
stabi li ty.

The anchoring system has
only one screw to greatly increase
the speed of scat assembly and
adjusting the *31, something that
mechanics often need to do after a
race.

The seat position is not ad
justed by means of steps but rather
bv friction - which allows an
infinite numher of seat positions.

~

180
~

130

The upper l u p and locknut
ryan' a ~quare shape which allows
for perfect and safe coupling by
two wrenches (712 and 712il) in
order to effect locking and adjust
ment without the risk of damaging
the surfaces.

The seat pin. made from heat
forged aluminium alloy comes in a
"ide range of diameters (25. 25.8,
26,26.2. 26.4, 26.6, 27, 27.2,
27..f) and in two lengths (I80 a11.9
130 mm). All han' the characte- .
ristic shape designed to gin' a
hidlly penetrating outline.



CHAIN WHEEL
AND BOTIOM
BRACKET SETS

The RECORD chain wheel is
•~ example of the harmonv
of....Jem design and mechanical
strength. The right cr ank, designed
be CAD to establish the optimal
sections for resistance to stress,
bas the crankarm over one of the
fi:xine: spokes for the chain ring.

the cranks are manufactured
in AVIO. AL, heat-forged alumi
niwn alloy .....luch guarantees maxi
mwn rehabilitv.

Particular "attention has been
paid to controlling the rigidity of
the crank. which is carried out

on resistance-testing machines
with controlled loads.

The RECORD crank has a
fixing bolt with an extractor incor
porated to make dismantling the
chain wheel fast and easy.
For mechanics, this device is parti 
cularly useful for after-race main
tenance operations, when at least
ten bicvcles must be serviced
within "a few hours.

The RECORD bottom bra
cket set combines an exceptionally
reliable axle of heat-treated steel
with a system of bearings resulting
in almost imperceptible friction.

The balls of hardened chrome

steel are held together in retainers
and run on the ground track of the
axle and in the cups made of very
resistant light alloy. The entire mo
vement is protected from weather
conditions by a sleeve made from
polythcne.

For perfect operation, it is im
portant to pay attention to frame
preparation and bearing adjust
ment. C ampagnolo produces four
tools expressly designed for
assembly: 721 bottom bracket
double tap, 725 bottom bracket
face cutter, 712 and 71211
wrenches.

A complete series of chain-

rings, from 39 to 5 7, is available.
These are made by pressing. They
are manufactured in very resistant
li~t alloy ~sed in aeronautic appli
cations, which guarantees that they
will last a very long time.
The shape of the teeth is the
Campagnolo classic, which has
been tested for many years by pro
fessional teams. The tooth shape
has been obtained using a gear L"'11t
ting m achine, operated mechani
cally using numerical control rather
than shearing.

The teeth are not sheared in
order to guarantee their perfect
geometry: thus ohtaining precise fit
with the chain, avoiding friction
and wear, critical factors when
hundredths of seconds are impor
tant.



PEDAL/HUB SET

The Record pedals have been
designed to have the same shape
as the shoe: these pedals are patti
cularly appreciated by cyclist who
habitually pedal "on thei r toes",

The axle of the pedal is the
tradional Campagnolo one,
manufactured from heat-forged
ntckei-chrorne-molvbdenurn steel
of exceptional reliability.

The second pedal, ergometri
cally designed, is ideal for cyclists
used to pedaling "round" where
the ball of the toot exerts the
maximum force of the push.
The 1\\'0 plates, equidistant from
the central axle, guarantee mini
m um st ress to the foot.

The races surrounding them
ensure perfect sealing also in the <Y

case of particularly sales. •
Both pedals are made of heat

forged Avional. Their smooth
rotation is ensured by the presence
of ball bearing 5/32" in diameter
in heat-treated chrom e steel.

The J ust cover may be
opened by using the appropriate
wrench, number 7130021. Campa
gnolo's~e, 02-ZPT, is recom 
mended, as it reduces friction and
also gives hygroscopic protection.

Both m odels of pedals are
supplied with a toe-clip strap
made from high quality leather
with an internal reinforcing m etal
foil.

The RECORD hubs, which

are also available in large flange,
have countersunk holes for perfect
sl'tting of the spoke heads.
The durability of the wheel is im
proved and also centering and
automatic assembly of the wheel is
facilitated.

The smooth rotation of the
hub is insured by the tested Cam 
pagnolo ball system. The bearings
are chrome steel, 5/32" in diame
ter, and ru n on cups and cones.

T he cone, cup, ball mechan
ism, unlike the scales bearing sy
stern allows for fi ne adjustment
(by means of Campagnolo
wrenches 7130010). O nce again,
0 2-Zrr grease is recommended
for lubrication.

The quick-release consists of
the famous closure sy~tem, with
the off-center lever that is the
foundation of Campagnolo's
technology.

A recent patented improve
ment has been brought about
using a blind cap which does not
have a cut hole. T he internal quick
release pivot is tempered steel,
with a shank of only 3.5 mm in
length that operates on the seat of
the-off-center lever.

The adjustment nut found on
the LUp contains two small cylin
ders, 5.5 mm in diameter in
chrome plated brass, with bevel
and blocking plane worked to a

tolerance of one hundredth of a
mm, guaranteeing constant friction
all the th read of the skewer.

A quick release system
made in this manner allows for the
maximum safety when locking a
wheel to the fork and permits the
assembly and dismantling of the
wheels very quickly without affect
ing the adjustment of the spacing.



RECORD PISTA

TW Pisu RECORD group is
l-~Gl thto same mechanical and
~ piuciples as the Strada. ,. _,

Tbe cr3flks are made from
........ ed A\ional which guaran
tees mu imum saferv and a

5 • mm' breakini load
This makes the crank set safe
~ In tht- most difficult parabolic

bends on the upper side of the
velodrome,

\\bile the Pista crankset
maintains the same design as the
Record Group, crank deflection is
minimized by using five fi xing spo
kes instead of four.

These Rec ord components
were all designed for record bicy
des.

From Riviere to Bracke, from
Ritter to Eddy Merckxand more

recently to Moser, O ersted and
Eros Polioall greatest recordmen
have used Campagnolo technology
for track events,

A technology of great tradi
lions projected toward the future
and towards records.
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